Comparisons of Crosswind Velocity Profile Estimates Used in Fast-Time Wake Vortex Prediction Models
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Five methods for estimating crosswind profiles used in fast-time wake vortex prediction models are compared in this study. Previous investigations have shown that temporal and spatial variations in the crosswind vertical profile have a large impact on the transport and time evolution of the trailing vortex pair. The most important crosswind parameters are the magnitude of the crosswind and the gradient in the crosswind shear. It is known that pulsed and continuous wave lidar measurements can provide good estimates of the wind profile in the vicinity of airports. In this study comparisons are made between estimates of the crosswind profiles from a priori information on the trajectory of the vortex pair as well as crosswind profiles derived from different sensors and a regional numerical weather prediction model.

I. Introduction

Five methods for estimating the vertical crosswind profile near the terminal area are compared in this study. Information on current winds and an accurate short-term forecast is crucial for driving wake vortex decay and transport models1,2,3, and important for running the terminal area operations in general. Ultimately good wind estimates and an understanding of the uncertainties associated with these wind estimates will enable improved operations4 in the terminal area. For example, the ability to operate simultaneously on closely spaced parallel runways – through increased accuracy in surveillance and navigation, and through improved understanding of wake vortices and weather conditions – means airports will gain capacity, enhance safety and improve environmental performance4,5.

The focus of this study is on crosswind estimates used to drive fast-time wake vortex prediction models. The small spatial and temporal scales of wake physics necessitate very high-resolution spatiotemporal estimates of the winds at the height of wake vortices. Ideally the wind predictions would be on the order of tens of meters over a region which may cover several kilometers and be available every few minutes6. These spatial and temporal scales are a challenge to obtain with current technologies.

Methodologies for short-term weather estimation can be broadly divided into two categories: nowcasting and mesoscale modeling. Nowcasting is based on time-averaged in-situ observations from wind sensors such as lidar wind scanners or anemometers. Data from different measurements can be assimilated by nowcasting tools and extrapolated to provide a short-term forecast7. Some nowcasting tools combine the observations with simulation data from mesoscale models. The disadvantage in the nowcasting methodology is the high cost of deploying the large number of sensors required to adequately cover the spatial extent of the terminal area and the uncertainty introduced by the need to interpolate or extrapolate away from the sensor locations.

Short-term weather estimates can also be obtained by using high-resolution regional atmospheric models. Substantial strides have been made in the mesoscale modeling research over the last three decades and a number of mesoscale models are in current operational use. These models include the National Center for Atmospheric Research’s (NCAR) state-of-the-art Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model8, Science Applications International Corporation’s Operational Multiscale Environment model with Grid Adaptivity9 and the United States Navy’s Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System10. The mesoscale models may include data
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assimilation or a frequent re-initialization of the model such as National Centers for Environmental Prediction’s (NCEP) Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model\textsuperscript{13}. Some recent applications of mesoscale modeling to support terminal area operations and wake vortex transport prediction include Refs 12-15. There are two major disadvantages in using mesoscale models for wake vortex applications. First, the computational cost of running the models at the appropriate spatial and temporal resolution for wake applications can be prohibitive. Second, the physics parameterizations in these models have been designed for mesoscales (horizontal grid resolution on the order of tens of kilometers) and not for horizontal resolutions of tens of meters. Operational mesoscale models running at their highest grid resolution (1km-10km in the horizontal) can at best resolve the whole terminal area by just a few grid points. This grid resolution is coarse for wake applications and can introduce uncertainties in the wind estimates. The grid resolution related uncertainties are in addition to the uncertainties inherent in the model due to the non-linearity of the underlying mathematics as well as incompleteness of initial and boundary conditions.

In this study several methods of estimating the vertical crosswind profile are compared with estimates of time-averaged crosswind profiles obtained using a Lockheed Martin Coherent Technologies (LMCT) pulsed lidar. Two of the methods use \textit{a priori} information on the trajectory of the vortex pair. These are compared with the results from assuming the 10-m height winds measured using the airport’s Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) wind sensor are constant with height and also the predictions of a regional numerical weather prediction model.

This study has yielded several important observations. First, with a lidar wind scanner available, different methods can provide estimates of the average crosswinds at the vortex height with mean biases that are less than 30 cm/s. The two methods which do not utilize a lidar wind scanner, that is linearly extrapolating ASOS wind measurements to height and simulations of a regional numerical weather prediction model, have substantially larger standard deviations in their bias estimates (up to 2.5 m/s) than other methods which utilize lidar observations (standard deviations of less than 55 cm/s). Large variances in the crosswind bias indicate substantial uncertainty on the mean wind estimate from landing to landing, even if the mean bias of the entire dataset is small. Second, a measure of the temporal variability after correcting for the bias or a mean shift of the wind profile, at the heights of the wake vortices (up to 325 m in this study) and over the time intervals that wake vortices are observed (typically 50 – 180 seconds), has a mean of less than 20 cm/s. This temporal variability is approximately the same magnitude as the spatial variability in the vertical crosswind profile over the heights traversed by the vortices during the observation time interval. Thus both the mean shift of the wind and changes in the shape of the wind profile are important when estimating uncertainties in crosswind estimates relevant to wake vortex studies.

There are additional methods of nowcasting or estimating current wind conditions near airports which were not included in this study; for example, extrapolating ASOS wind estimates to height using a simple boundary layer model, other mesoscale models, or other wind sensors. This study is not intended to be comprehensive of all potential crosswind estimation methods; instead it is intended to provide insight into expected variability of crosswinds relevant to wake vortex physics and wake turbulence mitigation, and to provide a baseline from which other crosswind estimation methods can be compared.

II. Data set description

Field experiments to examine wake vortex behavior are frequently performed with either a pulsed or continuous wave lidar on-site. These field experiments therefore have available vertical profiles of the wind available at the relevant temporal and spatial scales for wake vortex studies. Four lidar data sets are included in this study. These data sets were obtained with the purpose of studying wake vortex behavior. All of the lidar data was collected with a Lockheed Martin Coherent Technologies (LMCT) pulsed lidar. Two of the data sets were obtained at the Denver International Airport (DEN), one was collected at the San Francisco International Airport (SFO), and the final data set was collected at Lambert-St. Louis International Airport (STL).

The data set collected at the highest initial vortex height was at DEN and was collected from April 5 through June 6, 2006. The average height of the generator aircraft is approximately 275 meters. There are 4372 landings included in the study. The average observation lifetime is 41 seconds with a standard deviation of 28 seconds. The maximum observation lifetime for the data set is 190 seconds.

The data set with the second highest initial vortex generation height is also at DEN, but collected three years earlier from August 25 through September 20, 2003. The mean initial vortex height for this data set is approximately 220 meters. There are 1966 landings included in the data set. The average observation lifetime is 63 seconds with a standard deviation of 28 seconds. The maximum observation lifetime is 233 seconds.

The third data set was also collected in the out of ground effect region at an initial vortex height of 152 meters. This data set was collected at SFO from September 9 – 24, 2001. There are 2151 landings in this data set. The 9/11 terrorist attacks occurred during this time interval which led to a temporary closure of the US airspace.
Subsequently, no landings were observed with the lidar at SFO from 07:16 PDT on September 11th to 17:27 PDT on September 13th. The mean observation lifetime for this data set was 65 seconds with a standard deviation of 28 seconds. The maximum observed lifetime is 241 seconds for this data set.

The final data set was collected at STL with the wake observations spanning a longer time interval than the other studies. Observations in this data set were obtained from July 1, 2003, to January 31, 2005. Although the observation interval is longer, a similar number of landings (2237) are used. The mean initial height of this data set is 60 meters. The mean observation lifetime for the data set is 64 seconds with a standard deviation of 27 seconds. The maximum observation lifetime is 289 seconds.

III. Crosswind estimation methods

In this paper five methods of estimating the crosswind are compared for four different wake vortex field experiments. Comparing the crosswind estimation methods in detail provides insight into the estimation error of each method, and also insight into the uncertainties in the meteorological sensing of the crosswinds due to nonhomogeneity of weather conditions and changes in the weather since time of last observation.

A. Time-averaged lidar crosswinds

The four data sets used in this study all have crosswind profile estimates taken before and after the vortex observation period. Typically when these observations are used for driving fast-time wake vortex numerical models, the two wind profiles are averaged to obtain a single vertical crosswind profile. This time-average lidar estimate of the crosswind is used as the baseline crosswind profile for this study. All other crosswind estimation methods are compared directly against the lidar time-averaged crosswinds.

The LMCT lidar actually estimates winds in the plane of the lidar scan. However, since a lidar is typically oriented such that the scan plane is perpendicular to the aircraft approach path, the lidar in-plane winds are estimates of the crosswind. Lidar in-plane winds are obtained using the radial velocities measured along successive scans which are then interpolated to a vertical height grid and averaged (Figure 1). The vertical crosswind profiles therefore represent an average of the crosswinds over the width of a pre-determined region of interest (ROI) and a vertical dimension related to the separation of the arcs over the time it takes to complete a scan, typically less than 5 seconds. Since the baseline method averages the before and after winds, an additional averaging period is introduced which is variable depending on the observation interval. The observation interval is typically 40 to 70 seconds, but can be several minutes.

B. Bilinear interpolated crosswinds

To overcome the shortcomings of the ambiguity introduced by changes in the wind conditions over the observation time interval, a new method for estimating winds using \textit{a priori} information from the lidar vortex trajectories is suggested. The LMCT aircraft wake vortex algorithm was used to estimate the horizontal and vertical locations of the vortex pair over time for the data sets used in this study. The \textit{a priori} information on the vortex vertical position can be used for bilinear interpolation of the lidar crosswind profiles obtained before and after the vortex observation interval to better estimate the winds encountered by the vortex pair. The method is based upon the assumption that the winds at the start of the observation interval should be more similar to the wind profile measured before the observation interval, while the winds experienced by the wake vortices near the end of the observation interval should be more similar the winds measured after the observation interval. Figure 2 shows one example comparing the bilinear interpolated wind estimate with the time-averaged lidar crosswind estimate.
Figure 2. Example of the crosswind estimates from the methods based upon in-situ lidar observations for a single landing at SFO. The thin black lines are the vertical profiles of crosswind measured by the lidar before and after the wake vortex observation period. The thick black line is the estimate of the crosswind profile at the heights where a wake vortex was tracked by the lidar. The crosswind profiles can be compared against one another by calculating the mean shift or bias and the variance or standard deviation over the heights where the vortices were observed. The bilinear interpolation method has a bias of -0.13 m/s with respect to the baseline and a standard deviation of 0.28 m/s. For this example, the proxy method predicts a vertical velocity profile that more closely matches the baseline in both the mean and also in the shape or form of the profile. The bias, or mean shift, of the proxy crosswind profile compared to the baseline is -0.03 m/s and the standard deviation is 0.13 m/s.

C. Proxy crosswinds

It is also possible to use the lidar trajectories to directly estimate the crosswinds encountered by the vortex pair if some assumptions are made about vortex physics. In the out of ground effect region, fast-time wake vortex models transport the vortices laterally with the crosswind. Some models slightly modify this transport in the presence of a crosswind shear gradient, but, to first order, estimates of the crosswind can be obtained directly from the wake vortex trajectories as $\frac{\partial Y(z)}{\partial t} + \text{error}$, where $Y$ is the lateral position of the vortices and $t$ is time. Both the port and starboard vortices can be treated as independent tracers to estimate the vertical crosswind profile. To convert these independent (and frequently noisy) point estimates of the crosswind into a single smoothed vertical profile, we used a smoothing spline with the desired equivalent number of degrees of freedom (trace of the smoother matrix) set equal to five. An example of this method compared with the before and after lidar wind estimates is shown in Figure 2.

We have also applied the proxy crosswind method to wake vortices measured in the in ground and near ground effect regions (for example, at STL). Interaction of the wake vortices with the surface modifies the lateral transport of the vortex pair in this region and the vortices in the fast-time models no longer move laterally solely as a function of the crosswinds. Nonetheless we have found that the proxy crosswind still produces reliable estimates of the crosswind over the period when both the port and starboard vortices are observed. This is because the modifications to the lateral motion of the vortex pair due to the surface is, to first order, approximately equal but in the opposite direction for two vortices. Ground effects tend to increase the scatter in the individual estimates, but only have a small effect on the mean crosswind profile.

D. ASOS crosswinds

The Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) program is a joint effort of the National Weather Service (NWS), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the Department of Defense (DOD). ASOS provides information on the wind direction, speed and character (e.g., gustiness). ASOS reports a 2-minute average of 5-second average wind directions and speeds every minute. Typical ASOS wind sensor heights are 33 feet or 27 feet, depending on local site-specific restrictions or requirements. For this study, we have used the ASOS wind estimates
Table 1. Comparison of the mean shift or bias, and its standard deviation, in the crosswind for each of the methods as compared to the baseline crosswind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean bias (m/s)</th>
<th>+/- std (m/s)</th>
<th>Mean bias (m/s)</th>
<th>+/- std (m/s)</th>
<th>Mean bias (m/s)</th>
<th>+/- std (m/s)</th>
<th>Mean bias (m/s)</th>
<th>+/- std (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEN'06 (n = 4372)</td>
<td>0.00 0.06</td>
<td>-0.11 0.43</td>
<td>-0.66 2.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEN'03 (n = 1966)</td>
<td>0.00 0.06</td>
<td>0.05 0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFO (n=2151)</td>
<td>0.00 0.06</td>
<td>-0.12 0.33</td>
<td>3.87 2.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STL (n=2237)</td>
<td>0.00 0.07</td>
<td>0.29 0.51</td>
<td>-0.08 0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at DEN during the 2006 experiment and also the STL experiment. The ASOS winds were interpolated to the start of the observation interval and it was assumed the ASOS wind was constant with height.

E. MM5 numerical weather prediction simulation crosswinds

For this study, a Mesoscale Model 5 (MM5) simulation was performed over the interval of the SFO experiment. The MM5 simulation setup consisted of three computational domains. The outermost domain was bounded between 18°N to 50°N in latitude and 145°W to 75°W in longitude. The outermost computational domain had a grid resolution of 36km. Two higher resolution nests were defined within the outermost domain. The innermost domain centered over San Francisco had a grid resolution of 4km. Five minute resolution terrain and landuse datasets were used for the two outermost domains and 2 minute resolution terrain and landuse datasets were used for the innermost nest. A total of 47 vertical levels were defined with the first level at 3m AGL. The simulations were initialized using the ETA-NAM model data from the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) at 00Z for the dates starting at September 9th, 2001 through September 29th, 2001 and run for a 24-hour forecast for each day. The boundary conditions data was ingested into the model run at 3 hrs intervals. The MM5 model was developed by the Pennsylvania State University and the National Center for Atmospheric Research. The MM5 simulation data set provided an estimate of the crosswind velocity profile every 30 minutes. These estimates were interpolated in time to the start of the observation interval (wake age = 0).

IV. Results

To compare crosswind profile estimation techniques we use the time-average of the before and after lidar winds as the baseline. The time-average lidar crosswind is commonly used by wake modeling groups when driving fast-time wake vortex models for comparison with lidar wake vortex observations. Each crosswind estimation technique is compared to the baseline using simple descriptive statistics to examine how similar or different the estimates are from each other, and to look for insights into the uncertainties in the meteorological sensing of the crosswinds due to nonhomogeneity of weather conditions and changes in the weather since time of last observation.

A. Mean bias, or mean shift, in crosswind

Table 1 shows the mean bias, or shift, in the crosswind profile for four of the methods compared with the baseline. As seems reasonable, the bilinear interpolation method of estimating the crosswinds, which is generated using the before and after lidar crosswind estimates as well as the time history of vortex vertical position, does not have a mean bias compared to baseline crosswinds at any of the study areas. The standard deviation of the distribution of the bias at each site is also comparatively small at 0.06 to 0.07 m/s.

In comparison, the mean bias and its standard deviation are substantially larger for the proxy crosswind estimation technique. This is interesting because the proxy method, which is estimated using lidar-observed vortex trajectories and does not include lidar-estimated crosswinds, may be the most relevant crosswind to use in wake vortex modeling studies.

The ASOS wind estimates have mean biases of -0.08 and -0.66 m/s. The standard deviation in the ASOS bias estimates is much larger than either the bilinear interpolation or proxy methods at 0.92 and 2.4 m/s. As should be expected, the ASOS wind estimates at STL, where the vortex heights are less than 120 meters above the surface, are better than the ASOS wind estimates are for the DEN data set in 2006 where the vortex heights range up to 325 meters above the surface.
Table 2. Comparison of the bias, or mean shift, of the proxy crosswind with respect to the baseline crosswind estimate, as a function of baseline crosswind speed. The whiskers on the box plots show the sample minimum and maximum, the box shows the range between the lower quartile and upper quartile and contains 50% of the data with 25% of the residuals above and 25% of the residuals below, and the red line indicates the sample mean. The darker gray line is the median. Frequently the red line (sample mean) overlies the darker gray line (sample median) in the box plots. The data has not been processed to remove outliers in the wake vortex observations or in the crosswind estimates.

Lastly, the crosswind profiles using the MM5 numerical weather prediction model show a large positive bias of 3.87 m/s in the predicted crosswinds when compared to the baseline wind estimates at SFO. At San Francisco airport, a negative crosswind is a wind from the San Francisco Bay (bay wind) and a positive crosswind is a land wind. Thus the MM5 simulation data exhibits a land wind bias.

It is frequently possible to eliminate a mean bias from a data set using simple correction factors. These corrections may, or may not, improve the precision of the individual estimates. The crosswind residual data sets shown in this paper all exhibit systematic variation in the bias estimates which are a function of the baseline crosswind magnitude.

Table 2 shows how the distribution of the bias in the proxy crosswind estimation method varies as a function of the baseline crosswind magnitude. The box plots shown in the table are a convenient way of depicting groups of numerical data through a simple graphical summary: the whiskers show the sample minimum and maximum, the box shows the range between the lower quartile and upper quartile and contains 50% of the data with 25% of the residuals above and 25% of the residuals below, and the red line indicates the sample mean. The darker gray line is the median of the sample. The dataset has not been processed to remove outliers in the wake vortex observations or in crosswind estimates.
Table 2 indicates that there is a systematic bias in the proxy crosswind that is a function of the magnitude of the baseline crosswind. Bias is calculated as the average of the proxy crosswind minus the baseline crosswind over the height interval where the wake vortex was observed; so the negative (positive) mean bias shown for positive (negative) crosswinds indicates that the proxy crosswind tends to be less than the baseline crosswind estimates. The magnitude of the proxy crosswind tends to be approximately 5% less than the baseline crosswind over the entire range crosswinds sampled. The difference in the crosswind estimates may be caused by (1) a bias in the lidar line-of-sight wind that is a function of the magnitude of the crosswind, or (2) a bias in the wake lateral position estimates provided by the wake vortex algorithm that is a function of wind speed or (3) some physical feedback in the wake vortex physics that would decrease the wake lateral propagation speed of the vortex pair in the presence of a crosswind, but is not included in the proxy method. If the linear trend in the mean bias is removed, the standard deviation of the bias distributions also reduces by modest amounts to 0.39, 0.39, 0.32, and 0.43 m/s for the DEN’06, DEN’03, SFO and STL data sets, respectively.

Table 2 also shows that the standard deviation, or spread, of the bias distribution is not a strong function of the baseline wind speed for the proxy crosswind estimates. Thus the precision of the proxy method is approximately the same at all wind speeds, even though there is a systematic variation in the accuracy of the mean bias estimate which is a function of the wind speed.

Similar to the proxy crosswind method, it is possible to remove the mean bias in the ASOS crosswind prediction method using a linear function dependent on the magnitude of the baseline crosswind estimate. Again the trend is that the ASOS wind estimate is less than the baseline crosswind estimate, in these case by 34% and 8% for DEN’06 and STL, respectively. There is also a more substantial mean offset of -0.56 and -0.2 m/s, respectively, for each of the datasets. If the mean bias is eliminated using these linear relationships, the standard deviation in the mean bias distribution reduces to 1.94 and 0.9 m/s for the DEN’06 and STL data sets, respectively. Thus the standard deviations of the mean bias distribution remain quite large for the ASOS comparisons, even after these corrections. It is possible that a more sophisticated treatment of the ASOS winds which used boundary layer theory to extrapolate the wind profile to height would produce better estimates than the extrapolation of a constant value that is used in this analysis.

For the MM5 crosswind method, there is a very noticeable time of day trend in the bias which can be removed using a simple sine function fit. After the time of day trend is removed, a trend in the mean bias still exists as a function of the baseline crosswind. Similar to the ASOS and proxy crosswinds, the MM5 simulation results predict crosswinds which are less than the baseline crosswinds; in this case approximately 40% less after the mean bias and time of day corrections are applied. Removal of these trends reduces the standard deviation of the mean bias distribution from 2.48 m/s to 1.85 m/s. This is a substantial reduction in spread, but the spread is still more than 2 times greater than any of the other crosswind estimation methods and is quite large. These results are similar to a previous study examining differences between lidar and RUC estimated crosswinds\(^{15}\) that found the standard deviations of the mean bias ranging from 1.71 to 2.30 m/s over height ranges from 20 to 220 m.

**B. Mean variance in crosswind profile**

The variance of the crosswind profile differences also provides some insight into the estimation error of each method and the uncertainties in the meteorological sensing. When differencing two individual crosswind profile estimates, the bias provides an estimate of the shift in the mean crosswind between the two crosswind profiles. The variance of the differences is an estimate of the change in the shape or form of the two profiles.
The difference in the shape of the vertical crosswind between different crosswind estimation methods can therefore be estimated using the mean of the variance of the difference between one crosswind estimation technique and the baseline crosswind. Table 3 shows the mean standard deviation, or the square root of the variance, for each method and for each study area.

The bilinear interpolation crosswind estimation method, which includes the information on the time history of the vortex trajectory, has mean standard deviations which range from 0.08 to 0.12 m/s. Thus, as expected, the main affect of the bilinear interpolation method is to modify the shape of the vertical profile in comparison to the baseline method, while having only a small impact on the mean wind.

The proxy crosswind estimation method has similar, but slightly larger, mean standard deviations than the bilinear interpolation method, ranging from 0.10 to 0.15 m/s. Typically the bilinear interpolation and proxy methods produce vertical velocity profiles which are similar in form or shape.

The ASOS wind profile is taken as constant with height in this study. It therefore represents the null hypothesis of zero crosswind variability with height and provides an estimate of variability of the crosswinds over the height range covered by the vortices at the different sites. The null hypothesis of zero crosswind variability can also be checked for the other data sets using any constant wind. Performing this experiment with the DEN’03 and SFO data sets yields mean standard deviations of 0.24 and 0.23, respectively.

The reduction in mean variance for the bilinear interpolation and proxy method compared to the ASOS or null hypothesis indicates some predictive capability for these methods in estimating the shape or form of the baseline vertical crosswind profile. On the other hand, the MM5 results show an increase in the mean standard deviation, and indicate that the MM5 numerical simulation frequently predict a different form or crosswind profile shape than the baseline or the other crosswind estimation techniques.

V. Summary

Spatial and temporal variability of the vertical crosswind profile is important in the prediction of wake vortex transport and circulation decay. In this paper, we compared several different techniques that are used to estimate vertical crosswind profiles to drive fast-time wake vortex prediction models. The results of this study support previous work that indicated a high level of accuracy for LMCT pulsed lidar line-of-sight wind estimates. In this study, the accuracy of the lidar line-of-sight winds can be inferred by comparison of the proxy crosswind estimates, which do not directly include the lidar wind estimates, and both the baseline and bilinear interpolation crosswind estimates. The mean difference in the proxy crosswinds from the baseline and bilinear interpolation method are less than 0.30 m/s at each site. Furthermore, the difference in the mean crosswinds for the proxy method is found to be caused by the proxy winds being approximately 5% less than the baseline crosswind over the entire range of wind speeds observed. Thus the mean bias between the proxy crosswinds and the lidar measured winds is merely a function of the wind distribution at the different sites. The ASOS and MM5 methods do not utilize any in-situ lidar observations and have substantially larger standard deviations in their bias estimates (from 0.92 to 2.5 m/s) than other crosswind estimation techniques (standard deviations of up to 0.51 m/s). Large variances in the crosswind bias indicate uncertainty on the mean wind estimate from one observation interval to the next, even if the mean bias of the entire dataset is small. We also note that temporal variability in the mean wind is approximately the same magnitude as the spatial variability in the vertical crosswind profile over the heights traversed by the vortices during the observation time interval. Thus both the mean shift of the wind and changes in the shape of the wind profile are important when estimating uncertainties in the vertical crosswind profiles relevant to wake vortex studies.
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